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Materials need light to make them visible. Also, light needs materials to show. Together with the shape of objects 
and spaces they determine the "appearance" of spaces and objects, which forms the proximal stimulus for the 
human visual system. Appearance is a non-unique structure that confounds light, material and shape. Therefore 
light, material and shape perception interact. Understanding these interactions allows doing scientifically 
informed design. However, the range of possible light fields, materials, and shapes is endless. To get a grip on 
this endless variety we formulated canonical modes frameworks for light and materials. Combining these we 
investigated light-material interactions and whether those depended on shape and space. We found that an 
ambient-focus-brilliance light model can well predict material appearance variations for our canonical materials 
(specular, matte, velvety, glittery). Moreover, a principal component analysis (PCA) on rating data for these 
(only) 3 canonical lightings x 4 canonical materials matched quite well with the PCA space found for photographs 
of a wide variety of materials (Fleming et al., JOV 13(8), 2013) and of the PCA space found for materials depicted 
in paintings (van Zuijlen et al., under review), which suggests generic underlying mechanisms that are quite 
independent of medium and image-forming techniques. Combining art historical sources (Beurs, 1692, The big 
world painted small, translation in progress) with perception experiments and painting material research we 
aim to identify key features in the appearance or image structure that trigger such mechanisms, and how they 
can be combined in a "painterly approach". 
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